LOGO DELLA COMPAGNIA TPO
TRE VERSIONI: testo nero, grigio, bianco.
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ABAYAGA

BABAYAGA

compagnia TPO in co-production with
Teatro Metastasio di Prato
Freely inspired by ‘Babayaga’,
illustrated by Rébecca Dautremer
artistic direction Davide Venturini, Francesco Gandi
choreography Paola Lattanzi
dance for three performers
visual design Elsa Mersi
sound design Spartaco Cortesi
computer engineering Rossano Monti, Martin Von Günten
singing Naomi Berril
voice off Valentina Banci
costumes Fiamma Ciotti Farulli
props Livia Cortesi, Massimiliano Fierli
collaboration on the concept Stefania Zampiga

Illustrations by Rébecca Dautremer taken from the book Babayaga written by
Taï-Marc Le Thanh, © 2003, Gautier-Languereau / Hachette Livre. All rights
reserved by the publisher.
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THE SHOW

BABAYAGA

In the original fairytale of ‘Babayaga’, a little girl is forced to
leave her family home for the house of the terrible ogress,
but on her hard journey she meets several animals who
help her brave the dangers. Her intuition, courage and
ability to make good friends are the qualities she needs
to face a challenge that cannot be won on her own. The
Italian company TPO has staged this well-known Russian
tale in a contemporary way, using dance, original music
compositions and especially Rébecca Dautremer’s lavish
illustrations projected in large format across the whole
stage. This imaginary journey immerses the audience in
Dautremer’s painting highlighting her use of dominant red
hues expressed through sophisticated and seductive line.
The show takes the form of an astonishing choreography in
which Babayaga stands out as an archetype of disturbing
and menacing evil but – and this is the moral that the
show seeks to communicate – she can be defeated if the
children all take action together. As light as butterflies, two
dancers guide the audience through a story without words
experienced through sounds, images and emotions. Thanks
to the use of invisible sensors and interactive technology, a
wealth of stage effects enliven the show’s sound landscapes
and full-scale projections.

BABAYAGA
NOTES
running time: 55’
unlimited capacity
age level: 5 years old and up

THE TPO AND RÉBECCA DAUTREMER’S VISUAL WORLD

BABAYAGA

This theatrical work by the TPO company is a tribute to Rébecca Dautremer,
an illustrator who gives a sophisticated and elegant form to the imaginary
world of fairytales. The inspiration for bringing Babayaga to the stage came
from the opening plates of her book by the same title, in which butterflies
seem to come alive from a background inscribed in red and clouded with
dark hues. This image, together with Babayaga’s grim and enigmatic profile,
suggested the initial choreographic idea. Over the years the TPO company has
developed interactive technologies which, for this show, allow two dancers
not only to ‘paint’ but also to create sounds, trails of colours and complex
animations projected onto the stage.
Rébecca Dautremer’s plates take on the appearance of large paintings that
open and revolve, according to the dancers’ movement, while the characters
- starting with the butterflies which are the story’s leitmotif - come to life on
the background screens.

Thus the show takes the form of a journey for all of the children watching
(and for the several who are involved onstage) as they identify themselves
with the action and participate in an adventure that leads through the tale of
Babayaga and into Rébecca Dautremer’s visual world.
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PRESS REVIEWS
“… Una experiencia deleitosa para los niños/as, y para los adultos que
les acompañan, la prueba, si tenían quizás dudas, de que la unión entre
teatro y alta tecnología puede ser una unión feliz…”
- Dominique Darzacq, www.webthea.com
“La compagnie italienne TPO ne se contente pas d’associer la danse et
l’image. Elle fait de chacune de ses créations une véritable performance
visuelle, où les effets scénographiques amplifient et démultiplient les
mouvements des danseuses.”
- Théâtre national de Chaillot
“Le travail de la compagnie TPO se réclame de la haute technologie,
et donc d’un univers “virtuel”, avec son plateau constitué d’un tapis
“interactif“ sur lequel les danseuses et les enfants agissent comme la
souris d’un ordinateur dont chaque mouvement influence ce qui arrive
sur les écrans. Mais ici, le virtuel n’est pas un garant d’irréalité comme
dans le monde “immatériel” que développent aujourd’hui les écrans
en tout genre. Il est au contraire la promesse d’un monde où tout est
possible, y compris le surgissement d’une “vraie” sorcière en pleine salle
de spectacle.”
- Le monde, Paris

TPO AND INTERACTIVE THEATER
Visual, emotional and immersive theatre. Space is the protagonist in TPO’s shows with its images, colours
and sounds. Thanks to the use of interactive technologies every show is transformed into a ‘sensitive’
environment where the thin border between art and play can be experienced. Dancers, performers and
the audience itself interact with each other exploring new expressive forms that go beyond language and
cultural barriers.
The work of TPO is a collaborative effort of a multi-talented and close-knit team of authors from various
disciplines of the visual and performing arts. The shows are characterized by the use of large-format
projections, the creation of immersive theater environments and the use of interactive technologies some
of which are specifically developed by the company for their shows.
The stage space is conceived as a dynamic and reactive environment that can involve the public in
individual or group actions: infact it is set up with sensors (videocameras and microphones) that allow
both the performer and the public to modulate sounds or interact with images through movement or voice.
These technologies allow the creation of ‘sensitive’ theatrical environments where children can explore
the stage space, discovering that it responds to their actions in a certain way. Thus an active relationship
ensues between the young people and their environment, a kind of dialogue - with space, forms, and
sounds - which becomes artistic experience.
In the TPO’s shows even the performers’role is imbued with special meaning: the dancers ‘paint’ and ‘play’
on stage, using the body and movement thanks to the interactive effects but, especially, they invite the
children to explore the space with a theatrical approach that emphasizes the use of the body and the gaze.

Awards:

• China SPAF-Shanghai Performance Arts Festival | ‘Going to the world’ Award | ‘Panda’s Home’ | Shanghai (CHINA) | 2017
• Festiwalu Teatralna Karuzela - Teatr Pinokio | ‘Farfalle’ | Włochy (PL) | 2016
• XXI Międzynarodowego Festiwalu Teatrów Lalek SPOTKANIA | ‘Il Giardino Dipinto’ | Torun (PL) | 2014
• World Congres Assitej | Award for Artistic Exellence | Warsaw (PL) | 2014
• Feten 2010 | Premio especial del jurado a las nuevas propuestas escénicas | Gjon (ES) | 2010
• New England Foundation for the Arts, National Dance Project, US Tour | Compagnia TPO | Boston, MA (USA) | 2010
• Teatri di Vita | Premio della giuria dei ragazzi ‘Il Giardino Dipinto’ | Porto Sant’Elpidio (IT) | 2007
• ADE (Art Digital Era) | Compagnia TPO | Polverigi (IT) | 2004
• ETI Stregagatto | ‘Storie ZIP’ | Roma (IT) | 1999
• ETI Stregagatto | ‘Riflessioni’ | Roma (IT) | 1983
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